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f~bstract— Schemes based on the tagging of packets have

recently been proposed as a low-cost way to augment the
single class best effort service model of the current Inter-
net by including some kind of service discrimination. Such
schemes have a number of attractive feat m-es, however, it
is not clear exactly what kind of service they would pro-

vide to applications. Yet quantifying such service is very
important to understand the benefits and drawbacks of the

different tagging schemes and of the mechanisms in each

sch(eme (for example how much RIO contributes in the As-
sur<ed scheme), and to tackle key performance and economic

issues (e.g. the difference in tariff between different service
classes would presumably depend on the difference in per-

formance between the classes). Our goal in this paper is to
obtain a quantitative description of the service provided by
tag,ging schemes.

Specifically, we describe and solve simple analytic models
of two recently proposed schemes, namely the Assured Ser-
vice scheme and the Premium Service scheme. We obtain
expressions for performance measures that characterize the

service provided to tagged packets, the service provided to
non-tagged packets, and the fraction of tagged packets that
do not get the better service they were supposed to. We use
these expressions, as well as simulations and experiments

from actual implementations, to illustrate the benefits and
shortcomings of the schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a major effort these past few years aimed

at augmenting the single class best-effort service of the cur-

rent Internet to include services offering a variety of perfor-

mance guarantees. Providing such services requires first to

define the desired services, then to define and evaluate the

appropriate admission control, scheduling, and/or signal-

ing mechanisms required to provide these services, finally to

implement these mechanisms in the Internet. For example,

the IntServ (Integrated Services) IETF working group has

identified a number of desirable services in an integrated

services Internet [11], the ISSLL (Integrated Services over

Specific Lower Layers) working group has specified appro-

priate admission control and scheduling algorithms for a

variety of underlying network technologies, and the RSVP

(Resource Reservation Protocol) working group has speci-

fied a signaling protocol [2].

An integrated Internet providing a variety of services

ranging from the best effort to the deterministic guaran-

tee services is a worthy goal. However, reaching that goal

is difficult. For example, many services turn out to require

complex associated admission control and scheduling mech-

anisms, which in turn implies a relatively complex interface

between the user/application and the network. Further-

more, there are concerns about the costs associated with

the wide deployment of complex scheduling and signaling

protocols, and more generally with scalability issues when

moving from a stateless to a non-stateless network archi-

tecture.

The difficulties above have been tackled in different ways.

One way is to develop efficient and scalable algorithms for

routers to support the complex policy-based forwarding

schemes required in an integrated services Internet [15],

[16]. Another way, which is that examined in this paper,

is instead to rely on simple schemes and lightweight router

support to provide services that extend (even slightly) be-

yond best effort, where “simple” refers to architectural, user

interface, and implementation complexity. Of course, ‘%im-

ple” is still more costly than the current stateless, single

class FIFO scheduling. However, the hope is to obtain

schemes that provide the basic benefit of an integrated ser-

vices network, namely some kind of service discrimination,

for a small cost. Examples of such schemes include non-tail-

drop schemes such as the Random Early Detection (RED)

scheme {9], and a variety of recently proposed “differenti-

ated services” (diff-serv) schemes based on packet tagging

[3], [5], [21]. The idea of RED is to drop packets with

a probability that depends on the average queue length

in routers. This turns out to have a number of fairness

advantages. Furthermore, appropriate drop policies can

provide different tradeoffs between lower delay and higher

loss rate. Extending RED to a per-flow RED can provide
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protection from malicious connections by punishing (i.e.,

preferentially dropping packets from) connections that be-

have in an overly aggressive fashion [9], [7], [17/. We focus

instead in this paper on tagging based schemes that ex-

plicitly attempt to introduce service discrimination in the

Internet.

The basic idea of diff-serv schemes is to tag some packets

(using for example the 1P precedence field or the TOS byte)

and let tags indicate that the packet should receive pref-

erential treatment. Of course, the idea is not new: packet

tagging has been advocated and deployed in Frame Relay

(FR) networking using the drop preference bit (DE bit), in

ATM networking using the cell loss priority bit (CLP bit)

[19], [20], [23], and in a variety of other networks (e.g., [1]),

However, tagging more generally can be used to provide

different kinds of service discrimination.

Clark [3] argued that a guaranteed, or at least expected,

throughput is the one quality of service (QoS) feature of

interest to most applications, and that tagging packets

should be used to provide such a guarantee. Crowcroft,

however, argued [5] that tagging should be used to dis-

criminate between delay sensitive and non-delay sensitive

applications and that a guaranteed or expected low delay

would benefit applications that most suffer from the cur-

rent state of the Internet, namely interactive applications

such as interactive multimedia or DIS-like applications [22].

Nichols, Jacobson, and Zhang [21] extend Crowcroft’s ear-

lier proposal and argue for a service that would combine

guaranteed low delay and best effort. Other proposals lean

more one way or the other (e.g. [12], [26]).

In any case, diff-serv architectures based on tagging are

attractive because they appear to be simple to implement

(an indeed DE-bit discrimination has been available for

quite some time in commercial Frame Relay products), and

they do not rely on a heavyweight state architectures with

complex connection admission control, scheduling, and sig-

naling mechanisms. However, current proposals for diff-

serv architectures do not quantify the service they would

provide applications. The goal of this paper is precisely to

quantify the quality of service offered by differential ser-

vices. This goal was actually mentioned in the December
1997 IETF meeting as one of the important “next steps” in

the diff-serv effort. And indeed, it is a crucial step to un-

derstand the performance benefits and shortcomings of the

different schemes and of the different mechanisms in each

scheme (for example, how much RIO contributes to the

overall performance of the Assured Scheme), and on which
to base decisions related to dimensioning (how much to al-

locate to Premium/Assured data and to best effort data),

tariffing (the difference in tariff between different classes

would presumably depend on the difference in performance

between the classes), etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we briefly review recently proposed diff-serv architec-

tures. In Section III and Section IV, we describe and ana-

lyze analytic models for two such proposals, namely the As-

sured Service (drop priority) scheme [4], and the Premium

Service (delay priority) scheme [21]. For both schemes, we

obtain analytic expressions for performance measures that

characterize the service provided to tagged (i.e. priority)

packets, the service provided to non-tagged packets, and

the percentage of tagged packets that do not get the better

service. We use these expressions, as well as simulations

to illustrate the benefits and shortcomings of each scheme.

Section V concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSALS FOR A DIFFERENTIATED SERVICES

INTERNET

In this section, we describe the Assured Service scheme

proposed by Clark and Fang [3] and the Premium Service

scheme proposed by Nichols and Jacobson [21]. A num-

ber of other schemes have been proposed in the DiffServ

working group. Most combine in some way or another the

principles used in the Assured and Premium schemes; oth-

ers rely on more sophisticated scheduling mechanisms, for

example the User-Share Differentiation (USD) scheme [26]

is based on the principle of link sharing. Refer to the diff-

serv web page [6] for more complete information.

A. The Assured Service Scheme

Clark has argued in [3] that i) a guaranteed, or at least,

expected throughput is the one quality of service feature of

interest to most applications, and thus that, ii) there is a

need for a mechanism that directly reflects users desires in

terms of transfer time. Regarding point i), the idea is that

users/applications know the size of data to be transferred

and the desired delivery time, which thus can be used to

define a minimum transfer rate. This rate then becomes

the service objective for the transfer. One way to achieve

this objective is to define at the source a service profile,

which defines how packets should be sent so as to meet

the rate objective, and to incorporate a profile meter. The
profile meter monitors the transfer in progress and tags

each packet of the data stream. The tag is set to 1 if the

packet is sent according to the profile (i.e., at a rate that

conforms to the expected rate); a tagged packet is also

referred to as an In packet. The tag is set to O otherwise;

a non-tagged packet is also referred to as an Out packet.
Implementing the profile meter depends on how the pro-

file has been defined. For example, a profile that specifies

a mean rate and a maximum burst length can be imple-
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m.ented using a leaky bucket filter. Only those packets

that conform to a leaky bucket output are tagged, others

are not tagged. Tagging schemes using a leaky bucket as

profile meter have been studied for ATM networks (see for

example [19]). Another type of profile meter for bulk data

transfers is the Time Sliding Window (TSW) [4], which

provides a smooth estimate of the sending rate of TCP.

The tag information is used by the intermediate routers

in case of congestion. Out packets are preferentially se-

lected to receive a congestion pushback notification, which

typically means that they are dropped. In practice, there

are three popular ways to implement such selective drop

scheme, using:
- A threshold mechanism: When buffer occupancy

reaches a given threshold M, arriving Out packets are

discarded; In packets are still admitted in the queue

as long as the buffer is not full.

- A RED with In and Out packets (RIO) mechanism [4]:

RIO extends RED to handle two classes of packets.

Specifically, it includes two sets of drop parameters,

one for In packets and one for the Out packets. Service

discrimination between the two classes can be achieved

in different ways. One way is to use two thresholds to

decide when to begin dropping packets, the threshold

for Out packets being lower than that for In packets.

Another way is to use the same threshold for both

classes but use drop probabilities that increase at dif-

ferent rates as the mean queue length increases.

- A pushout mechanism: An arriving In packet may

enter a full queue if at least one Out packet is already

in the queue. Then, one of the Out packets is discarded

and the In packet joins the queue. Out packets cannot

enter an already full queue and are dropped.
Note that the threshold and the RIO mechanisms differ

from the pushout mechanism because they can drop In

packets while Out packets are still in the buffer.

No matter which buffering/scheduling mechanism is im-

plemented, it is intuitively clear that tagged/In packets will

get a higher throughput than non-tagged packets. In Sec-

ticm 3, we quantify this intuition. Note, that in the absence

of admission control, it is impossible to provide determinis-

tic. guarantees even to tagged packets. This is precisely the

point of the proposal in [3], which argues that the goal is to

obtain an expected rather than a guaranteed throughput,

and thus that admission control and signaling mechanisms
are not required. Instead the network should provide in-

formation about the actual usage across the network links

to prevent the user from overoptimistic expectations and

to help applications adapt to current conditions [8]. Thus,

the only building blocks required for implementation are

the profile meter (in combination with the mechanisms to

determine the traffic profile) and the buffer management

schemes (threshold, RIO, pushout ) in the routers.

B. The Premium Service Scheme

The Premium Service scheme [21] augments the current

best effort service with a Premium service that provides ap-

plications with a “virtual leased line”. This virtual network

is allocated a small share of the bandwidth, and is expected

to provide significant delay reduction to the subscribers.

Applications or flows that want to enter the Premium

service must specify a desired peak rate and a burst size.

The application is not allowed (or supposed to) exceed the

peak rate; in return, the network guarantees a (contracted)

bandwidth. First-hop routers (or other edge devices) fil-

ter the packets entering the network, tag the packets that

match a Premium service specification, and perform traf-

fic shaping on the flow thereby smoothing all traffic bursts

before they enter the network.

To provide a Premium service, routers implement two

levels of priority queueing. Tagged (Premium) packets are

sent first; non-tagged (best effort ) packets are queued and

sent only when all tagged packets have been sent. Thus, in

practice, the Premium Service is visible by applications as

two “virtual networks”: one which is identical to today’s

Internet with buffers designed to absorb traffic bursts; and

one where traffic is limited and shaped to a contracted

peak-rate, but packets move through a network of queues

where they experience almost no queueing delay.

There is consequently a very limited queue management

at the network node levels. Admission control (if used)

and policing are only done at the edge-routers. Then, the

Premium class behaves as a flow aggregation, and does not

require the control of each flow within the network.

III. MODELING AND EVALUATION OF THE ASSURED

SmwrcE SCHEME

In this section, we describe and solve a model of the

Assured Service scheme, and we use the results to evaluate

the performance of the scheme.

Modeling the Assured Service Scheme

We saw earlier that the Assured Service (AS) scheme

uses in the Internet environment concepts widely used (or

at least widely studied, if still little used) in the ATM en-

vironment; in particular concepts such as tagging (in/Out

packets in the the AS scheme, CLP bit in ATM) and polic-

ing (profile meter in the AS scheme, leaky bucket policing
in ATM). Thus, it is natural to refer to the vast literature

on CLP-based tagging schemes and leaky bucket profiling;

see for example Elwalid and Mitra [19], Kroner et al. [14],
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and Roberts et al [23]. We do not use the complex (but ac-

curate) model of [19] which is only amenable to numerical

solutions. Instead, we use an approach and models simi-

lar to those in [14], [23], however we add to those a model

for RIO. The resulting model is simple and it yields closed

form expressions for performance measures of interest.

Recall that RIO drops incoming packets with a proba-

bility that depends on buffer occupancy and on whether

packets are In or Out packets. Clearly, the router has to

keep track of the average number of In packets (avgin)

and the average of the total number of packets in the buffer

(avgt~t~~). The drop probability of In packets then depends
on avgim, the drop probability of Out packets depends on

augtot~l. We now describe our model of a queue in the

Assured Service scheme. Refer to Figure 1.

L/L
dropping pmimhiltty

I

out ~
In -~ ,,,,,icc ,,zc,,

-----

K

Fig. 1. A queue with In and CM packets and a RIO buffer manage-

ment scheme

Assume packets arrive in the queue according to a Pois-

son process with rate J. Packets are In packets with prob-

ability p, and Out packets with probability ~ = 1 – p. We

assume that both types of packets require a service ex-

ponentially distributed with parameter p. We denote the

total offered load of the system by p = A/~, and the buffer

size in packets as K.

Given the recent results showing long range clependence

being a salient feature of Internet traffic [27], the Poisson

assumption has to be handled with care. The main rea-

son we use it in our analysis is of course mathematical

tract ability. Indeed, the mathematical analysis of queues

with long range dependent (LRD) input traffic is a thorny

problem [28]; explicit results for queues with finite buffers

are few, and we are not aware of any result with finite buffer

queues and priority buffer management. Furthermore, sim-

ulation results (shown below) with long range dependent

input traffic show good correlation with analytic results

obtained with the Poisson hypothesis. Note that this is in

agreement with recent results on the relevance of LRD vs.

Markovian traffic models with finite buffer queues [10].

We model buffer management algorithms such as RIO

using a function a(n). Specifically, let a~ (n) be the proba-

bility that an arriving tagged (In) packet is accepted given
that n packets are already present in the queue. Like-

wise, let aNT (n) be the acceptance probability for non-

tagged (Out) packets when n packets are found in the

queue. The probability that an arriving packets is accepted

is a(n) = pa~(n) + @NT(n). If the total buffer capacity

is K, then aT(K) = aNT(K) = O.

Modeling different buffer management schemes can be

done simply by choosing appropriate values for aT and
aNT. We have examined three schemes, which we refer to

as TAIL (tail drop, no specific buffer management), RIO

(RED with tagged and non-tagged packets), and THRESH

(threshold drop). There are defined as follows:

TAIL No specific buffer management scheme: a~(n) =

a~T(n)=l, o<n<K-l

RIO Accept all packets until the queue size is equal to

K/2. Then drop with a probability that increases lin-

early to 10% for tagged packets, and to 90% for non-

tagged packets. Specifically,

{

O?(TL)= 1 – 0.l(2n – K)/K

aN~(n) = 1- 0.9(2n - K)/K “2< n < ~{-1

(1)

THRESH Accept all packets until the queue size reaches

K/2, then drop all non-tagged packets but accept all

tagged packets. Formally,

(#(n) = 1, ()<n<l<-l

{

aNT(n) = 1 n < K/2

aNT(n) = O n > 1</2
(2)

Thus, THRESH is similar RIO except that low priority

packets are dropped with probability 1. Refer to Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Drop probabilitiesfor TAIL (tail drop), RIO (same thresholds
for both classes, but different drop probabilities), and THRESH
(simple threshold th= 50), buffer size K = 100. T stands for
tagged packets, NT for non-tagged packets.

We now get back to solving the model. Given the as-

sumptions made, the number of packets in the buffer is a

Markov chain. It is actually a birth and death process with
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birth rate in state n equal to k(n) and death rate equal

to # (if n # O). Accordingly, the stationary distribution of

the buffer contents is easily computed [13]:

n—1

7r(n) = 7r(o) p“ ~ a(i) (3)
i=o

where

‘(0)= Epnza(z)l-’

Let nT ‘T and ~rej be the drop probabilities for“‘ ‘rej
tagged ~~ckets, non-tagged packets, and all packets, re-

spectively. Using the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time

Averages) property, we have:

K K
T_

*rej — 1 – ~ aT(n)7r(n), 7r~ = 1 – ~ a~~(n)n(n)
n=o n=o

and

‘rej = 1 – ~ c4!(n)7r(n) (4)
Tl=o

Then, the effective throughput of packets, by class and

globally, is given by:

K–1 K–1

A$fl = Ap ~ aT(n)m(n), AU+’ = AT ~ aNT(n)7r(n)
7L=0 n=o

1<–1

(5)
?%=0

We can also derive the distribution of the response time for

packets accepted in the queue when the scheduling disci-

pline is FIFO. In that case, if n packets are found in the

queue, the response time is the sum of n + 1 exponential

with parameter ~. In particular, the expected delay in the

queue is, for each class:

DT = A‘~1(1+n)m(n)aT(n)
P ~=o

K–1

LINT = ~ Y (1+ n)m(n)aNT(n)
Mm-o’’’’”

We next present numerical results obtained from the

analysis above. We first examine how well or how badly
the Poisson hypothesis fares in practice when compared

with simulation results obtained with bursty input traf-

fic. Then, recalling that the Assured Service scheme was

designed to provide applications with an expected through-

put, we examine Jeff – and the related measure neff – for

the different types of packets and the different buffer man-

agement schemes.

Validating the Poisson hypothesis

Figure 3 shows the loss probability for the tagged and

non-tagged packets computed from the model (and thus

with the Poisson hypothesis), and obtained using simula-

tion. The simulation results shown in the figure correspond

to three different traffic assumptions: 1) Poisson arrivals,

2) a superposition of 32 independent on/off sources with

constant bit, rate during On periods and exponentially dis-

tributed On and Off periods, 3) a superposition of 32 in-

dependent on/off sources with constant bit rate during On

periods distributed according to a Pareto distribution with

the parameter a = 1.4 or Hurst parameter H = 0.8. In all

cases, the value of p is 0.95 and K = 100 packets.

Per .!,s, loss probab,l,Ues, analytica and s,mulatim, P0,95, K=! w

:~

N:=):w! :

ypyp+

Of fed Load

Fig. 3. Comparing analysis and simulation: loss probability vs. load
p, buffer size K = 100, fraction of tagged packets p = 0.95

Not surprisingly, we find that the simulation results with

the Poisson traffic perfectly match the analytic results.

However, we also observe very good correlation between the

analysis a,nd the simulation with long range dependent traf-

fic. As expected, we also observe that the loss rate for non-

tagged packets rapidly increases toward 1 when load gets

close to 1, whereas the loss rate for tagged packets increases

significantly only under extreme load (p >> 1).

Throughput analysis and the impact of RIO

We now examine the effective throughput as a function of

the load p and of the buffer management scheme. Figure 4

shows the effective throughput Aeff, ~~fi and ~&flTfor the

different types of packets, as a function of the total offered

load. In all cases, we have p = 0.5 and K = 100.

Note that the effective throughput for both tagged and

non-tagged packets is the same with the TAIL scheme.

More generally, we find that the effective throughput for

both tagged and non-tagged packets is little dependent on

the buffer scheme when p < 1. However, the impact of

each scheme is very clear when p > 1, i.e. at high load.

With TAIL, tagged and non-tagged packets are not treated
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1
TINT_T~l~ —

,..
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‘.

o
~..

0 0.5 %1522,5 3354

Offered Load

Effective throughput vs offered load, K = 100, p = 0.5. T

stands for tagged packets, NT for non-tagged packets

differently. With RIO, however, and even more so with

THRESH, tagged packets get a larger fraction of the to-

tal bandwidth. In fact, it appears that i) the share of the

bandwidth grabbed by each type of packets converges to

some value as the load increases, and ii) the share (lVT, T’)

is (OYO, 100~0 ) with THRESH. To understand this better,

let us go back to Equation (5). When p >1, we find

(cY*(K – 2)

)

a~(K – 1) +

a(l% – 2) – a!(K – 1)

A:g = (1-(/)) ; + ;J1;:l) x

(a~~(K – 2) cY~~(K – 1)

a(K– 2) – a(K – 1) )

+ 0(+)

pa~(K – 1)

pa~(K – 1) +@~~(K – 1)

o(j) (6)

+ 0($ (7)

(8)

(9)

Thus we see that at high load, both types of packets share

the bandwidth p, the tagged packets getting a fraction $

of it with @ given in Eq. (9) above. For TAIL, ~ = 1/2

and the bandwidth is shared equally; thus, there is no ser-

vice discrimination. For THRESH, @ = 1 and the tagged

packets get all the bandwidth. For RIO, O < @ < 1; for the

values used in the figure, we have ~ = 451/510 = 88.4~o

which matches what we observe above.

We make two important observations about ~. First,

Equation (9) shows that ~ depends only on the probability

of being accepted in the last buffer position, but not on

the general shape of the drop function a. Second, Figure
4 shows that the effective throughput for tagged and non-

tagged packets converges slowly asp increases to the steady

state values @/,u and (1 — @)/p. One way then to have

a load-independent sharing of the bandwidth between the

two types of packets is, given the results in Equations (6)

and (7), to choose the acceptance rates such that the ratios

aH(K - I)/a*(K– 1) and aH(K-2)/aH(K-2) are equal,

i.e.
paT(n)

pa~(n) + pa+’~(n) = ~

We can thus state the following design rule:

To achieve a (q!J,1 – #) load-independent sharing of the

bandwidth between tagged and non-tagged packets, choose

the RIO drop probability such that

a?’’(n) = ~ &aT(n) (lo)

Let us now examine the impact of the drop function a

on performance. Note that the function a~ (n) used so

far for deciding whether to accept or drop an incoming

packet depends on the the total number n of packets in the

queue. However, the RIO scheme in [4] uses instead the

number of tagged packets only in the queue as a basis for

dropping tagged/in packets. A little thought shows having

a depend on the total number of packets or the number

of tagged packets only does not matter with the TAIL and

THRESH schemes since tagged packets are always accepted

then. However it is not clear what the impact with the RIO

scheme would be. To examine this question, we can use

the same analytic approach we used earlier. However, we

have to extend the model, because having the drop function

a~~(n) depend on the number of tagged packets only (as

opposed to the total number of packets) means that we

now have to record the type (tagged or non tagged) of each

packet in the queue. Thus, the state representation of the

queue becomes (co(t), cl(t), cz(t),. . . . c~(t)), where c~(t) is

the type of the packet in position i in the buffer (the packet

currently served having index i = O). Thus, the state space

now has size of order N 2K+l, meaning that the extended

model is difficult to handle in practice except for relatively

small values of K.

We have solved the extended model for values up to

K = 16 and compared the results with that of the model in

which aT (n) depends only on the total number of packets.

The main result is that both models yield similar perfor-
mance, indicating that it does not matter much if the drop

function of RIO depends on the number of tagged packets in

the queue, or on the total number of packets in the queue.

This is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the effective

throughput experienced by packets for both cases. The

continuous curves show the effective throughput computed
with our original model (i.e. with equations (5), the dis-

crete points show the effective throughput computed with

the extended model. The figure shows a clear agreement
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between the original and the extended model (with the As,”,&sew,., class

vastly larger state space). Note that in both models non-

tagged packets are accepted basedon the total number of 1;

packets in the queue. 04
035

* 03
x
2

Effective throughput of tagged and non tagged packets, P.O.1, K=l 6 p 0,25

1
;

Tagged packets/ori&al mcde[ —
s 02

Tagged packetsJextended model +
Non-tagged packetsJoriginal model ----- 0“5

,,..-’., Nontagged packcddextendedm odfd x
0,1

“k’..
0.8 -*

* “.-. . 005
x--------

i

x
x --x ----------------

x x --x---.---.x- .-. -:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
xxx 05

] 0.6 -! Fracuond t.wreaPa<
;

W,wc,k ,rafio o“.,ed m
Q

5

.; * Fig. 6. Loss probability of tagged packet with different parameter
g 0.4 -:
w i sets. Thelower surface corresponds totheparameter set proposed

+++++
* +++’ in [4], the upper surface corresponds to the other parameter set

+
0.2 -~

we used in Figure 2

!/ I IV. MODELING AND EVALUATION OF THE PREMIUM
OF I

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Buffer Size

Fig. 5. Effective throughput for tagged packets with RIO and drop

probability depending on total number in queue (lines) and num-
ber of tagged packets in queue (points)

Let us now examine the impact of the RIO parameters

on performance. We note that in Clark’s original paper,

the author points out that the RIO parameters have to be

chosen with care. However, he chooses a different set of

parameters in a later publication [4]. An important ques-

tion then is how sensitive performance is to the choice of

specific parameter values. This is another question that

our model can help tackle. Figure 6 shows the difference

in loss probability for tagged packets for two parameter

sets, namely the parameter set proposed by Clark in [4]

on one hand, with parameter values min_threshold =

10, max_threshold = 30, max_p = 0.2 for non-tagged

packets and min_threshold = 40, max_threshold =

70, max_p = 0.2 for tagged packets; and another pa-

rameter set with the same thresholds for both classes

(mzn_threshold = 50 packets, max_threshold = 100

packets), but max_p = 0.9 for the non-tagged packets and
0.1 for the tagged packets. In both cases the buffer size is

K = 100. The main observation is that the two surfaces in

the plot are not close to each other over a wide range of pa-

rameter values, meaning that the choice of RIO parameter

values can have a clear impact on performance. Further-

more, we can quantify the difference in performance with,
for example, different drop functions a(n), using our ana-

lytic results. and that our model can be used to find the

parameter set needed to achieve a given behavior.

SERVICE SCHEME

Modeling the Premium Service Scheme

We model a router in a network with Premium Service as

follows: the router includes two separate queues, one with

finite (and small) size K accessible only to tagged pack-

ets, the other infinite and accessible by non-tagged pack-

ets. The finite queue models the finite buffer of a shaping

device (e.g. a leaky bucket shaper); thus the delay in the

queue is the delay caused by the shaping of the tagged

packets. With adequate signaling, the tagged queue does

not get full and tagged packets are not lost. In the absence

of signaling, the tagged queue might get full. If the tagged

queue is full, arriving tagged packets are discarded. In any

case, tagged packets are then served until the finite tagged

queue is empty. When that queue is empty, non-tagged

packets get service. Refer to Figure 7.

IT

Fig. 7. .4 model for the Premium Service scheme

We assume that the input stream is Poisson with rate A,

that the arriving packets are tagged (class 1) with proba-

bility p and non-tagged (class 2) with probability 1 – p.

Alternately, we may consider that the input streams of
the high and low buffers are independent Poisson processes

with rates Al = p~ and A2 = (1 – p)~ respectively. Let

p = A/u and let PI = Al/p be the load factor of the tagged
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queue.

Our objective is to determine Ri, the response time of a

class-i packet accepted in the system. We assume for sim-

plicity that the service discipline is preemptive, and that

the service times are exponential with parameter w (how-

ever this can be easily extended to the case of a general

distribution).

For the high priority customers we find that RI is the

response time of customers in a M/M/1/K queue with ar-

rival rate Al. Let fV1be the stationary number of customers

in this queue. By Little’s law and well known results [13],

we have

We also obtain the loss probability of the high priorit y class:

p( (1-p,)
7rl ‘~1 ~_pf+l”

Then we find the stability condition of the system: p >

~z + )Inl = A(l – p(l – ml)). From this condition, we find

the maximum admissible offered load (with p fixed), or, for

a fixed offered load, the minimal fraction p of packets that

must have high priority.

The response time of the low priority customers is more

difficult to obtain that RI. We develop below bounds based

on the analysis of [25] and [18]. Note that in any case, the

response time of each customer of class 2 is less than what

it would be if K were replaced by K’ > K. This is clear

because in the latter case, there would be more high prior-

ity customers accepted and the preemption periods would

be longer. In particular, if K = m, our model reduces to

a two-class M/M/1. The Laplace transform of the wait-

ing time in this queue (actually, in the M/GI/ 1 queue) is

known from [25], for both preemptive and non-preemptive

priorities. In our case, we obtain

11
ERzsERjW=~—— (12)

&l–pl l–p

A tighter bound is possible. Following [25], we argue that

the response time R2 is the sum of Xz, the workload en-

countered by this customer upon arrival (including its own

service time, because the discipline is preemptive), plus as

many preemption periods as there were arrivals of high pri-

ority customers during the execution of this workload. We

denote the number of such arrivals by A(xZ ). Thus,

A(x2)

R2=x2+~Bj (13)
j=l

Because of the finite buffer capacity, the distributions of

X2, A(x2 ) and of the durations Bj are not easy to obtain.

However, we note that X2 is less than R?, the stationary

response time in the M/M/1 queue, which is known to

be exponential with parameter p – Al. Thus, A(z2 ) is

less than the number of arrivals of the Poisson process of

rate Al in the interval [0, R~]. Finally, the duration of

the preemption periods is less than the length B~ of the

busy period in the M/M/l/I{ queue. The expected values

EB~, which we denote by bI{, are given by [18]:

n—1

b. = (b.-l – ~ bjpm-j) / PO, (14)
j=l

starting with b. = 1/w.Combining all the above, we obtain

from (13) the bound:

ER2 s EX2 (1 + Ah{<)

~ ER; (1 + ~b~) , (16)

where, ER~ is given in Equation (12). The rigorous justi-

fication of Eq. (16) relies on methods of stochastic ordering

[24].

It turns out that the bound in Equation (16) above is

fairly tight. Since it is also very fast to compute, it is

possible to envision the online control of the system ( e.g.

best choice of K or p) based on some criterion involving A,

ERI, ER2 and/or xl.

Finally, note that the same approach as that used in

this section may be applied to the non-preemptive case,

and that it would be possible to extend it to generally dis-

tributed service times, and to analyze queue length and

jitter distributions. using approaches such as in [23]. The

details are omitted here for lack of space.

Validating the Poisson hypothesis

We carry out for the Premium Service the same type of

validation we carried out for the Assured Service scheme.

Specifically, we simulated the system with two different

traffic sources which are a superposition of exponential

On/Off sources and Pareto On/Off sources.
Figure 8 shows the mean delay of tagged packets with ex-

ponentially distributed interarrival times, with exponential

On/Off sources, and with Pareto On/Off sources.

The three surfaces are so close together that they are

almost indistinguishable. This confirms what we observed

in Figure 3, namely that the results of the model hold for

exponential and bursty input traffic.

Delay analysis and experiments

Figure 9 shows the mean delay of tagged and non tagged

packets for a buffer size K = 100 and service time u =1.
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Fig. 8. Mean delay of tagged packets vs. load with Poisson arrivals,
exponential distributed, and Pareto distributed On/Off periods.

Buffer Size K = 100.

Of course, the bottom surface, which represents the mean

delay of the tagged packets, is the same as that in Figure 8

(however, the scale is different). The total offered load A

varies from 0.5 to 0.95 on the y-axis, the fraction of traffic

which is tagged p varies from O to 1 on the x-axis.

Fig. 9. Mean delay of tagged (bottom surface) and non tagged (top)
packets for A = 0.5..0 .95/2.0 and p = 0..1, with K = 100

Not surprisingly, the maximum delay experienced with

Premium service is always smaller than the delay experi-

enced with best-effort service. In fact, the delay for tagged

packets remains very close to the minimum delay. On the

other hand, the non-tagged packets suffer a very large de-

lay because they have to wait for the busy periods of the

tagged queue to get service. As the fraction of tagged pack-

ets in the total traffic increases, so does the difference in

delay between the two service classes. Our earlier results

allow us to quantify this difference. Indeed, it is equal to
ER1 – ER2, where ER1 is given in Eq. (11) and ER2 is

given in Eq. (16). A network provider could use that re-

sult for example for dimensioning purposes, to decide how

much of its resources to allocated to the tagged traffic so

that the increase in delay for the non-tagged traffic stays

reasonably low (or at least low enough to justify the price

difference between the two classes of traffic).

The buffer size of the tagged queue is another impor-

tant performance parameter, which controls the trade-off

between the loss probability of tagged packets and the de-

lay of non-tagged packets. This is shown in Figure 10 for

p = 0.5.

‘:~’5
123.45 S789100

Bull., S1,. K

Fig. 10. Tradeoff between delay for non-tagged packets and loss prob-
ability of tagged packets as a function of the Premium Service
buffer size.

Clearly, varying the buffer size from 1 to 10 packets con-

trols the trade-off by decreasing the tagged packets’ loss

rate and increasing the mean delay of the non tagged pack-

ets. The buffer size we use in this plots can also be thought

of as the fraction of buffer size reserved by an ISP for the

Premium Service.

We have implemented the Premium service on a testbed

at INRIA to gain experience with implementation complex-

ity, and to obtain experimental results to complement and

validate the analytic and simulation results above. PCs

running Linux 2.0.25 in which we have modified the buffer

management and scheduling discipline act as routers. Mea-

surements tie in well with the analytic results in this paper.

V. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed analytic models for the Assured and

Premium differentiated service schemes, and we have ob-

tained expressions for performance measures that charac-

terize the service provided to tagged and non-tagged pack-

ets and the fraction of tagged packets that do not get the

desired service. The models are very simple, yet they tie

in well with simulation results.

However, models are not useful in their own right, but
because they help answer performance related questions,

and because they bring out interesting features or phe-

nomena. Two important performance questions for ISPS
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are that of dimensioning and configuration. Our analysis

of the Assured and Premium services can be used to tackle

both questions: for example in the Assured scheme to de-

termine adequate drop functions a( ) and buffer sizes to

provide a desired throughput to tagged packets, or in the

Premium scheme to determine pricing policies (depending

on the difference in service provided to the service classes as

quantified by the delay difference ER2 – ER1 in Equations

(11) and (16)) and buffer allocation between tagged and

non-tagged packets. Furthermore, we have identified in the

proposed schemes the parameters that do not have much of

an impact on performance and those that do (such as the

parameter settings in RIO). This is clearly an important

issue when configuring a network to provide differentiated

services.

Our results raise several issues, which are the focus of

our future work in the area. First, our work on RIO and

the sensitivityy of performance measures to RIO parameter

settings has led us to revisit RIO, and RED. Indeed, the

widespread deployment of RED and RIO would raise some

still unsolved questions. In particular, it is not clear how

differently configured RED or RIO routers would affect end

to end performance measures (including fairness). Also,

it would be interesting to accurately determine the de-

lay/loss/fairness tradeoff achieved with the piecewise linear

drop function currently advocated for RED, and conversely

to derive the shape of the drop functions that achieve a de-

sired delay/loss/fairness tradeoff.

Second, one would like to develop a service which com-

bines the ideas of the Assured and the Premium schemes,

i.e. both delay and drop priority, to provide clear service

differentiation based on both throughput ancl delay. We

are developing models similar to those in the paper to an-

alyze such a service and examine important questions such

as how to allocate resources between “Premium tagged”

and “Assured tagged” packets so as to obtain predictable

performance.
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